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Now that Pamela has turned 18, the couple that have
fostered her since 15 require her to seek employment.
Before she departs however Mr Rumpole takes it upon
himself to intimately inspect the young woman for who
he has harboured a particularly lacivious desire. Naive in
the ways of the flesh, Pamela soon loses herself in the
dizzying heights of exctasy. When all her assets are fully
explored, she is left with a wanton urge to pass on her
training to everyone she becomes so aquainted, man,
woman, young, and old alike. In her new position as
Governess, this libertine will also find new satisfaction in
applying the birch and rod to her mischiveious charges.
Written anonymously in 1895 and in the same
graphically licentious vein as Flossie and First Training,
Venus in the Country is a deliciously fine example of
Victorian erotica.
Proud Scot and Fallen co-owner, Lord Iain 'Vice' Vissen
is dedicated to performing in and producing the pleasure
club's hedonistic shows. Until the night he apprehends a
rogue footman in their midst and discovers the spy is
Lady Mairi MacNair—the woman who long ago broke his
heart. Born an earl's daughter but now a seamstress,
Mairi has returned to London to help open a superior
pleasure club to Fallen, and finally realize her dream of
being the seductive leading lady. But when she
discovers her main rival is Iain, the man she loved
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3 was forced to abandon, she is soon
beyond reason
and
caught in a web of lies, secrets, and raw, scorching
passion that time hasn't dimmed... Each book in the
Fallen series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed
out of order. Series Order: Book #1 Surrender to Sin
Book #2 The Devil's Submission Book #3 The Seduction
of Viscount Vice
A young man dresses up as a woman and enters a
convent in this classic, sexy, and funny novel about
some very sinful and naughty nuns. Before internet porn,
before porn videos, before porn movies, people lusting
for raunchy, X-rated entertainment read pornographic
books and magazines. Victorian and Edwardian England
had its own adult entertainment industry - countless
erotic novels were put out by shady publishers, some
books were printed by the authors themselves, and most
of the writers were anonymous. Many of these 19th
century books are surprisingly kinky, and some of them
may be quite offensive to modern day readers - in more
ways than one. First published in 1866, "The Nunnery
Tales" is one of the very first nunsploitation novels. Its
anonymous author is unknown, but this may be a
translation of a novel first published in French.
Leading Dominatrix and BDSM expert Alicia Zadig takes
you on a provocative, eye-opening journey into the erotic
world of Female Domination and male submission. Zadig
explains the psychology behind male submission and
answers the question: Why do men crave surrendering
to a dominant woman? Hear from the men themselves
as they reveal their most intimate desires. Learn why so
many secretly fantasize about being dominated by a
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woman. Delve
into3their experiences with Dominatrices
and see what keeps them coming back for more. Yes,
Mistress shines a spotlight on the everyday men who
seek to explore their submissive fantasies—an aspect of
sexuality that often goes unacknowledged, despite a
long history and deep psychological roots. Set at the
crossroads of psychology, culture, history, and media,
this book challenges society’s perception of BDSM,
kink, and fetish. Male submission is more common than
you think—and more rewarding than you can imagine!
In an effort to escape her troubles on Earth, nineteenyear-old Tilly Squires inadvertently stows away aboard a
spacecraft headed for Saturn, but when she ends up
damaging equipment critical to the ship's research
mission she finds herself the subject of an entirely new
experiment.
"Lust and Lace" is a short story collection of eight newly
written Victorian romantic and sensual erotic short
stories. Author's note: These short stories includes erotic
themes for adult readers only, e.g. submission,
debauchery, threesome, exhibitionism, mild ravishment,
voyeurism, adultery, gay and lesbian erotic scenes.
Reviews: "I loved this! Descriptive, sensual and a very
pleasant read. I enjoyed it very much." - www.shortfiction.co.uk - "...It's a lovely story..." www.oystersandchocolate.com - Rated four stars by
readers’ reviews. - www.shortstories101.com - Extracts
from the stories: “…Not responsible for my actions…” she
whispered slowly and stood up, tip-toe, and kissed him.
He was too surprised to draw back and when he tried,
she had already placed her unexpectedly strong arms
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neck and
away. In fact, he felt strangely helpless, like it was
someone else who acted instead of him, as he kissed
her back. His hands involuntarily reached her waist and
pulled her closer.” - From the short story “View of a
cemetery” “This, this is not really happening, is it?”
Agnes whispered, breathless as Catherine started to
undo her corset. “No, of course it is not,” Catherine
agreed, suppressing a small moan of delight as she
pulled down the upper part of the linen undergarment
and very attentively and experimentally kissed Agnes’
soft round breasts. - From the short story “Wildflowers”
“No, no, none of that…” he said teasingly, but reluctantly,
as he moved her hands away. “Not yet,” he added and
smiled roguish at her disappointed sigh. I stayed petrified
in front of the window as the scene continued before me.
I felt feverish and out of breath myself, wishing with all
my heart that someone would make love to me like that,
but also keenly aware of that I was watching something
entirely private and that it was both wicked and wrong of
me to stay and look. - From the short story “Booklover”
Product details: #9 on the Top 10 list of Victorian Erotica
Romance (Amazon US) #86 on the Top 100 list of
Erotica Fiction (Amazon UK) Category: Victorian
Romance and Erotica Format: Kindle eBook Written and
published: 2011 Length: ~ 20800 words (each story is
short and sweet ~2500 words) Proofread by Nicolas
Ambrose Publisher: My Secret Quill About the author:
Lady T. L. Jennings is a shy writer who loves the
Victorian era and afternoon tea. She lives on the
outskirts of Oxford in England, and writes Victorian
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erotica andBook
romance
longhand with a fountain pen. She collects books,
corsets, and lovers (all with varying levels of success).
The figure of the governess is very familiar from
nineteenth-century literature. Much less is known about
the governess in reality. This book is the first rounded
exploration of what the life of the home schoolroom was
actually like. Drawing on original diaries and a variety of
previously undiscovered sources, Kathryn Hughes
describes why the period 1840-80 was the classic age of
governesses. She examines their numbers, recruitment,
teaching methods, social position and prospects. The
governess provides a key to the central Victorian
concept of the lady. Her education consisted of a series
of accomplishments designed to attract a husband able
to keep her in the style to which she had become
accustomed from birth. Becoming a governess was the
only acceptable way of earning money open to a lady
whose family could not support her in leisure. Being paid
to educate another woman's children set in play a series
of social and emotional tensions. The governess was a
surrogate mother, who was herself childless, a young
woman whose marriage prospects were restricted, and a
family member who was sometimes mistaken for a
servant.
Forced into marriage to the very man who had ruined her
reputation, a penniless Alexia Welbourne is unaware that
Hayden Rothwell, her new husband, has unexpected
and secret motives for his seduction and marriage. By
the author of Lady of Sin. Original.

They call him the Duke of Ruin. To an undaunted
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wallflower, he's just the beast next door. Wealthy
and ruthless, Gabriel Duke clawed his way from the
lowliest slums to the pinnacle of high society—and
now he wants to get even. Loyal and passionate,
Lady Penelope Campion never met a lost or
wounded creature she wouldn’t take into her home
and her heart. When her imposing—and
attractive—new neighbor demands she clear out the
rescued animals, Penny sets him a challenge. She
will part with her precious charges, if he can find
them loving homes. Done, Gabriel says. How hard
can it be to find homes for a few kittens? And a twolegged dog. And a foul-mouthed parrot. And a goat,
an otter, a hedgehog . . . Easier said than done, for a
cold-blooded bastard who wouldn’t know a loving
home from a workhouse. Soon he’s covered in cat
hair, knee-deep in adorable, and bewitched by a
shyly pretty spinster who defies his every attempt to
resist. Now she’s set her mind and heart on saving
him. Not if he ruins her first.
New York Times and USA Today Bestseller He’s
been a bad, bad rake—and it takes a governess to
teach him a lesson The accidental governess After
her livelihood slips through her fingers, Alexandra
Mountbatten takes on an impossible post:
transforming a pair of wild orphans into proper young
ladies. However, the girls don’t need discipline.
They need a loving home. Try telling that to their
guardian, Chase Reynaud: duke’s heir in the streets
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and devil in the sheets. The ladies of London have
tried—and failed—to make him settle down. Somehow,
Alexandra must reach his heart . . . without risking
her own. The infamous rake Like any self-respecting
libertine, Chase lives by one rule: no attachments.
When a stubborn little governess tries to reform him,
he decides to give her an education—in pleasure.
That should prove he can’t be tamed. But Alexandra
is more than he bargained for: clever, perceptive,
passionate. She refuses to see him as a lost cause.
Soon the walls around Chase’s heart are crumbling
. . . and he’s in danger of falling, hard.
“You are looking at my latest invention—the hysteria
prognosticator.” Professor Feversham needs a new
test subject to try his experimental hysteria
prognosticator on, but his strict requirements rule out
any of the young women currently undergoing
treatment at the Academy. Fortune offers him Miss
Eleanor Stanley, a young woman afflicted with
neurasthenia and hysteria who has travelled the
continent with her father in search of cures for her
ailments. Despite the humiliation of her initial
examination Eleanor is overcome with gratitude that
the world-famous Professor Feversham has agreed
to take her as a patient—until she is strapped down to
a table and she realizes just what all those probes
and clamps are for. Will Eleanor submit to being the
Professor’s lab subject and everything that entails?
Keywords: victorian erotica, medical exam, medical
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play, sex, erotic, erotica, doctor patient sex, doctor
patient erotica, enema, virgin, domination and
submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated and
punished, bondage, teen, teenage, teenager, young
girl, schoolgirl, spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo,
multiple partners, lesbian, bisexual, menage a trois,
threesome, FFM, MFF, examination, nurse bsdm
This gothic classic, “The Turn of the Screw” is one
of the most famous ghost stories of all time. On
Christmas Eve, Douglas reads a manuscript written
by a former acquaintance, the governess, whom
Douglas claims to have known and who is now dead.
The manuscript tells the story of how the young
governess is hired by a man who has become
responsible for his young nephew and niece after the
tragic deaths of their parents. He is uninterested in
raising the children. The governess’s new employer
gives her full responsibility for the young siblings and
explicitly states that he is not to be bothered with
communications of any sort. Set in a remote estate
this critically acclaimed novella tells the tale of a
governess who, looking after two children, becomes
convinced that the grounds are haunted. This story
has been adapted many times for film and television,
most recently in The Turning (2020). Famed for its
ability to create an intimate sense of confusion and
suspense, this novella is a must-read for all horror
and ghost story fans.
The start of a critically acclaimed historical romance
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series by New York Times bestselling author
Courtney Milan... Hugo Marshall earned the
nickname "the Wolf of Clermont" for his ruthless
ambition--a characteristic that has served him well,
elevating the coal miner's son to the right hand man
of a duke. When he's ordered to get rid of a
pestering governess by fair means or foul, it's just
another day at work. But after everything Miss
Serena Barton has been through at the hands of his
employer, she is determined to make him pay. She
won't let anyone stop her--not even the man that all
of London fears. They might call Hugo Marshall the
Wolf of Clermont, but even wolves can be brought to
heel... The books in the Brothers Sinister series: ½.
The Governess Affair (free prequel novella) 1. The
Duchess War 1½. A Kiss for Midwinter (a companion
novella to The Duchess War) 2. The Heiress Effect
3. The Countess Conspiracy 4. The Suffragette
Scandal 4½. Talk Sweetly to Me
Spindle Cove, nestled in a peaceful corner of
Regency Era England, has long been known as
“Spinster Cove,” due to its preponderance of unwed
ladies of “delicate constitutions”—and that’s the
fictional setting for a delightful historical romance
series by USA Today bestselling author Tessa Dare.
In A Lady by Midnight, a young woman searching for
her family finds love unexpectedly with a handsome
colonel—but the secrets of her heritage threaten to
disrupt their romance…and their upcoming nuptials.
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Concerning the heart-soaring romantic fiction of Ms.
Tessa Dare, fans of Lisa Kleypas and Eloisa James
would do well to heed Julia Quinn’s admonitions
and “prepare to fall in love!”
Poet John Glassco wrote a great many unusual and
eccentric works during his career, and ranks among
the finest Canadian authors of the 20th Century. This
particular title, published under the pseudoym "Miles
Underwood," has achieved status as a must-have in
your BDSM library. It is the account of Harriet
Marwood, summoned to tutor the son of a 19th
Century Victorian businessman, Arthur Lovel, whose
wife has died, in the proper way to conduct himself,
and to quit what is wonderfully termed "self-effacing."
Our Ms. Marwood soon takes over the house,
leaving the businessman free to consort with Kate,
his whore, and the boy, young Richard, at her mercy,
where he most wants to be.
For the young man in this story, getting back
together with an old girlfriend he still loves turns out
to be possible. But only on her terms. This younger
man is positively bewitched by this big, beautiful,
older woman, and agrees to do whatever she asks.
But he soon finds out that she does not want only a
submissive lover, but also a sissy servant! A
uniformed sissy maid! Once put into frocks, he finds
he cannot turn back from the journey towards total
sissy servitude. Before long, locked in chastity, fullyuniformed in skimpy frock, frilly apron, and wig,
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eyebrows plucked and lips painted, he is waiting
hand and foot on Madame and her lady friends at a
party heldespecially to show him off!
Prepare to submit, body and soul, to the total immersion
BDSM training experience that is The Compound. Craving the
truly definitive submissive experience she has yearned for all
her adult life, Alexis Stewart marshals her courage to commit
to a month of training at The Compound. There she is placed
in the hands of Master John, a stern Dominant with the
reputation as an uncompromising taskmaster. Despite
rigorous 24/7 sexual submission, erotic torture, endurance
training and punishment, Alexis smashes again and again
against self-imposed walls of resistance that keep her from
attaining her goal. Master Paul Evans is well aware of The
Compound rule never to get involved with the trainees, and
that's never been a problem-until now. From the moment he
sees the lovely Alexis, he feels the powerful allure of her
sensual beauty and submissive spirit. Will he risk everything
to steal her heart? This smoldering mix of dark, edgy BDSM
and hidden desires threatens to combust into a firestorm of
forbidden passion, lust, and ultimately, love.
Married by Morning continues Lisa Kleypas's Hathaways
beloved series set in Victorian London. For two years,
Catherine Marks has been a paid companion to the
Hathaway sisters—a pleasant position, with one caveat. Her
charges' older brother, Leo Hathaway, is thoroughly
exasperating. Cat can hardly believe that their constant
arguing could mask a mutual attraction. But when one quarrel
ends in a sudden kiss, Cat is shocked at her powerful
response—and even more so when Leo proposes a
dangerous liaison. Leo must marry and produce an heir within
a year to save his family home. Catherine's respectable
demeanor hides a secret that would utterly destroy her. But to
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resolved never to love again. The danger Cat tried to outrun
is about to separate them forever—unless two wary lovers can
find a way to banish the shadows and give in to their
desires...
When girl meets Duke, their marriage breaks all the rules…
Since his return from war, the Duke of Ashbury’s to-do list
has been short and anything but sweet: brooding, glowering,
menacing London ne’er-do-wells by night. Now there’s a
new item on the list. He needs an heir—which means he
needs a wife. When Emma Gladstone, a vicar’s daughter
turned seamstress, appears in his library wearing a wedding
gown, he decides on the spot that she’ll do. His terms are
simple: - They will be husband and wife by night only. - No
lights, no kissing. - No questions about his battle scars. - Last,
and most importantly… Once she’s pregnant with his heir,
they need never share a bed again. But Emma is no
pushover. She has a few rules of her own: - They will have
dinner together every evening. - With conversation. - And
unlimited teasing. - Last, and most importantly… Once she’s
seen the man beneath the scars, he can’t stop her from
falling in love…
THIS IS A ANNOTATED VERSION OF THE ORIGINAL
BOOK. WE HAD TRIED TO ADD HANDY SUMMARY AT
THE END OF THIS BOOK. THIS BOOK IS STRICTLY FOR
ADULTS.
Facing up to the social changes in nineteenth century Italy,
an elderly aristocrat arranges a marriage between his
daughter and a wealthy merchant
When Sloaney Prudence Riding has a sudden fall from grace
as her trust fund runs out, she decides to get a job - and what
could be more worthy than becoming a nurse? The training at
Cloughton Wyke Hydro is rather more severe than she is
prepared for, however, involving as it does strict discipline,
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tight rubber uniforms
bizarre erotic treatments. Nurse Riding's further instruction in
the sophisticated use of medical restraints is interrupted by a
hunch that her long-lost twin sister is nearby. Can Prudence
ever hope to find her?
CorrectionA Victorian Medical Exam EroticaPink Parts Press
Innocent Roger is embroiled in a world of lustful secrets. His
voyeuristic host and his wife, their daughter and their maid all
conspire to humiliate him by imposing severe corporal
punishment. However his virility satisfies the County Ladies
and earns their respect becoming the true mark of an English
Gentleman.

A collection of five varied erotic spanking stories with
mixed themes. The Governess by Izzy French No
governess lasts very long in Monsieur Leveque’s
house, and none of them will talk about what
happens to them there. Angelique expects to be
dismissed as easily as the rest. Instead, her
employer is determined to punish her for letting his
sons talk at mealtimes, and as his crop falls, the
relationship between them takes on a whole new
complexion... Sprung by Deva Shore Sheila and her
friends are enjoying a very naughty sleep-over, while
her brother is secretly spying on their lesbian games.
But one of the girls, Mary, has rumbled his
voyeuristic antics, and decides a spanking with her
ruler is in order to make sure he doesn’t try the
same trick in future. How will Mary react when he
decides turnabout is fair play? The Rose by Beth
Anderson They’ve been sharing intimate fantasies
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on line, but now it’s time to take their relationship
into the real world. Attending his home for her first
‘training session’ and accepting a rose as the
symbol of her submission, she finally learns what it’s
like to be on the end of a masterfully delivered
punishment. No Smoking by Stephen Albrow Taking
a much-needed cigarette break is one of the few
things that makes Carly’s job at the call centre
bearable. But the company has a new rule forbidding
smoking in the car park, and a handsome, dominant
security guard is keen to show Carly just what
happens to bad girls who break that rule. The Worm
Turns by Beverly Langland Years after she was
bullied at school by Julia, the girl she feared and
loved, they meet again by chance in a lesbian bar. At
last, she has the chance to take revenge. But having
Julia naked and helpless over her knee, ready to be
spanked, arouses feelings in her she never
expected. Will she finally be able to turn the tables
on her gorgeous tormentor? These stories have also
been published in Naughty Spanking Three ISBN
9781906373702
"The Governess" by Julie M. Lippmann. Published
by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range
of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
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edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
This seductive sourcebook of rare visual delights
from pre-Nazi, Cabaret-period “Babylon on the
Spree” has the distinction of being praised both by
scholars and avatars of contemporary culture,
inspiring hip club goers, filmmakers, gay historians,
graphic designers, and musicians like the Dresden
Dolls and Marilyn Manson. This expanded edition
includes “Sex Magic and the Occult,” documenting
German pagan cults and their often-bizarre erotic
rituals, including instructions for entering into the
“Sexual Fourth Dimension.” Mel Gordon is professor
of theater at the University of California, Berkeley,
and is also the author of Erik Jan Hanussen: Hitler’s
Jewish Clairvoyant (Feral House).
To escape the scandal of trying to elope with an
unworthy man, Gabrielle finds herself married to the
man she loves - a charming rake and her guardian's
best friend, Mr. Felix Hood. He's the third son of a
Viscount, he's darkly handsome, and he's in love
with her stepmother. Or so she thinks. Felix Hood
had been fighting the urge to be leg shackled ever
since he met Gabrielle Astley, but once her honor
was at stake, he knew he'd rather die then allow her
to marry someone else. He's not a perfect man, and
he has no experience with being in a relationship,
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but he's determined to make his marriage work, even
if he has to spank his fiery bride daily to do so. They
retreat to the countryside immediately following their
wedding, where Felix hopes to strengthen their
relationship before they return to London for the end
of the Season. To his delight, Gabrielle turns out to
be everything he'd hoped in private - she's
submissive, passionate, and responds beautifully to
even his darkest desires. But what will happen when
they return to London Society? Gabrielle is
determined to replace her stepmother in Felix's
affections. She's been through a multitude of
changes in her life, none of which have ended
particularly happily for her, but she has to make one
last try - because, after all, she's married to him for
better or worse, till death do them part. To her
surprise, once they're alone, he seems to return her
regard and she blossoms under his discipline and
care... but will he still feel the same when he's faced
with Cordelia, Gabrielle's stepmother again?
“Discipline, Miss Brewer. Obedience. Submission.
These are the keys to your reformation. Until you
learn this and accept it your punishments will
continue.” Constance Brewer is facing nine years in
Newgate Prison for theft with no hope for early
release. Her future appears bleak, but then she is
taken to see a visitor—Professor George E.
Feversham, the founder of Feversham’s Academy
of Young Women’s Correctional Education. His offer
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astounds her. If she completes his rehabilitation
regimen she will be released and her criminal record
expunged; the only requirement is that she obey him
without question. She eagerly accepts his terms, but
she has no intention of being rehabilitated. Escape
from a man as naive as the Professor should be
easy, and once free she can disappear into the
London slums. But when she is captured only
seconds after breaking out of her room Constance
soon discovers why it is called correctional
education. Will Constance submit to the Professor’s
discipline, or will she return to Newgate Prison until
she is an old maid? Keywords: victorian erotica,
medical exam, medical play, sex, erotic, erotica,
doctor patient sex, doctor patient erotica, enema,
virgin, domination and submission, humiliation,
punishment, humiliated and punished, bondage,
teen, teenage, teenager, young girl, schoolgirl,
spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, multiple partners,
tied up and punished, birched, birching, examination,
nurse
Set in Victorian England, this erotic BDSM novel
features a courtship between a young woman and a
dashing rake. Gabriel, Earl of Cranborne, is in need
of a wife--preferably a sweet, submissive, welltrained wife who could run his household during the
day and obey him in the bedroom at night. When he
meets Miss Vivian Stafford at a friend's wedding, he
finds himself drawn in by the exact traits he was
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looking for in his own wife and immediately moves to
make her his own. Once the betrothal papers are
signed, he arranges for her to attend Mrs.
Cunningham's Finishing School. This very special
school will prepare her to be the wife of an Earl . . .
and also prepare for her the very specific demands
and discipline she'll receive from her new husband at
night.
Wicked Sinner is the 7th book in USA Today
Bestselling Author, Carole Mortimer’s, all Amazon
#1 Regency Sinners series. Author’s Note: All the
books in the very hot Regency Sinners series are
complete and HEA stories. Books in the series are
connected by the friendship of the heroes and their
search for the traitor to the Crown. And did I mention
they’re HOT? When Nik’s own wife is the last of
eight ladies suspected of treason, he knows he can
delay no longer and has to investigate the
accusation. After all, he is Dominik Sinclair, the Duke
of Stonewell, and has long been an agent and
spymaster for the Crown. But he’ll carry out the
investigation in his own way. A way that Angel
knows well and will understand is not a game.
Angelique knows there is something seriously wrong
with the marriage that began so promisingly three
years ago. She still loves Nik as much as she ever
did but his increasing coldness toward her over this
past year seems to indicate he no longer feels the
same way about her. When he arrives unexpectedly
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at his estate in Kent, where Angelique has been
residing with her mother since the end of the London
Season, he is colder than he has ever been. Leading
Angelique to the heart breaking conclusion their
marriage is over and Nik must now have a mistress
to cater to his darker, sexual appetites. She denies it
emphatically when Nik accuses her of treason, but
her husband has his own ways and means of
extracting information from her. Usually on her
knees.
First novel in the Past Venus Historical series stories set in a bygone age written by contemporary
authors. At first Kate Spencer's new job seems
perfect for a young spinster with ambitions of
matrimony: governess to a young girl in the large
country house of rich aristocrats. Appearances are
deceptive, however: she is caught in a fast tightening
net of sexual exploitation and physical humiliation at
the hands of her ruthless employers. Kate realises
that she must outwit the decadent Sir Bradley
Fordham and his wife if she is not to be sold as a
sex slave.
British artist Sardax has created a rich and complex
universe that, among the aficionados of Femdom
(female domination), enjoys international renown.
For the male of the species, pain is transmuted into
pure, masochistic pleasure, while the female is
diverted and entertained. With over 75 classic
Sardax images beautifully reproduced with
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accompanying erotic texts, this is a must-have book
for any who have devoted their lives to male
servitude and a tribute to one of the great illustrators
of the genre.
Love? Marriage? Lady Christina Rowan, DowagerMarchesse of Stanhope, doesn't think so. She
avoids both heavy emotions and heavy
commitments, and has ever since she discovered
the truth behind her first husband's death. As a
widow she's found freedom in having lovers without
love. When she began to have feelings for her
current lover, Benedict Windham, brother to the
Duke of Manchester, she immediately cuts him loose
before she can become too attached. Or so she
thought. Time away from Christina has made
Benedict realize how deep his own feelings for her
run; not only is she the most exciting lover he's ever
had, he's actually fallen in love with her. So when he
returns to London for the Season, he's determined to
court his former lover and turn her into his wife. This
book contains spanking, BDSM, an alpha male, an
amorous but emotionally reluctant heroine, and a lot
of naughty, scandalous fun.
The Adult Baby, Sissy Girl and Sissy baby
communities have their own style, their own culture
and also, in many ways, their own language. Some
words have subtle (or significant) difference in
meaning to the general understanding and a
dictionary can be very helpful. Sissy Baby Charlotte
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and Colin Milton have combined to create a very
impressive and substantial dictionary of these terms.
The entire dictionary is over 145000 words in length
and is born out of their experiences as submissive
babies and baby girls to GovernessX. If you read
many of Colin Milton's books you will find many
references to this dominant woman. So, if you want
an authoritative reference to accompany your library
of sissy and sissy baby books. then look no further!
It was shortly after they were married. Diane began
to suspect that her husband Stephen was a
crossdresser who was wearing her clothes. Well, if
he had a secret, he would no doubt deny it. She
decided to document his secret escapades first. If he
wanted to dress as a girl, he should have sex as a
girl. But given his being secretly recorded in her
pretty pink bridal nightgown, it gave Diane an idea.
Her husband had some traditional ideas. So his 1st
time being made to have sex as a girl should be
special. Special occasions should have a special
dress. What better than a long formal feminine bridal
gown for her husband to wear before his 1st time?
So Diane developed an elaborate plan to force
feminize her husband, publically expose him dressed
as a girl, and then prepare him for his bridal gown.
Warning: Don't let your wife or girlfriend learn of
Diane's plan because it was perfect. Stephen truly
had no option but to be dressed in public as a girl to
begin the day, You also will wind up having no
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choice either if anybody does to you what Diane did
to Stephen. Brides need to have their makeup done.
They need to have help dressing in their bridal gown.
They need to have bridesmaid and maids of honor.
They need to have their pictures taken. They need to
have a new name. All of this prior to the formal
presentation and introduction to their spouse. Diane
was going to make sure Stephen got the full
complete total treatment. Then, of course, the bridal
night. The "mythical" first time she has sex. Well,
Stephen was going to get the full treatment here
also. Punishment enema, plus punishment oral sex,
punishment anal sex, forced consumption, bondage,
whips, and cock torture. But the psychological
punishment would be equally as bad with
suggestions and elements of cuckolding and forcedbi to demean and shame her husband. As the
evening progressed, Diane and her family learned
even more of Stephen's secrets. Diane already had
a plan to make Stephen's mother an unwilling
participant in the bridal weekend. But, now, those
plans would change. His mother would have a much
more expanded and permanent role. Stephen's
crossdressing was always a family affair from the
very beginning. Now, it would be a much larger
family affair. It was time to complete what had been
started years before he met Diane. Of course, your
author on her cover image is wearing a dress that
matches the story.
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In Victorian England, there was a remote isle known
to a chosen few as Childebride Island. Under cover
of night, young ladies were spirited away from cities
and town on the mainland and brought to the island
for specialized training, preparing them for eventual
placement in the homes of wealthy gentlemen with
very specific tastes. When a pretty young redhead
named Clara arrives, gagged, bound and bruised,
she is assigned to Intake Cottage Number 7 and put
under the strict but loving care of Nurse Ingrid.There
she is washed, fed and dressed in childish clothing
as Nurse Ingrid begins teaching Clara to submit
obediently to whatever demands may be made of
her. Clara doesn't know it yet but she is destined for
the nursery of Lord Bardwick, a tall and demanding
man who wants nothing more in life than a grown
woman he may treat as a dependent child. The first
step in Clara's training is learning to place herself,
every evening and without complaint, across her
nurse's knee, where her bottom will be bared and
dosed with a large and uncomfortable suppository.
On Childebride Island, naughty, willful girls who don't
cooperate are punished immediately, and sound
spankings and shaming with diapers are just some
of the punishments meted out with alarming
regularity.This first book in the saga of "Childebride
Island: The Intake Cottage" is now complete, with
two exciting new chapters. Read the full story -seven very long chapters -- as Clara undergoes littlePage 23/24
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girl training for an exacting man who is determined to
make her his own.
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